Can a floor be part of the healing process?
Yes.
safety of your staff? Can it significantly quiet
the healing environment or contribute to
the financial sustainability of your facility?
Yes.

Through years of dedication and manpower, Ecore has created itstru technology
that features unparalleled levels of recycled
content - an Ecore rubber underlayment
- that it can marry to any proven flooring
Can the floor reduce the risk of injury from product. The result? An unprecedented,
a fall? What about enhance the health and durable flooring system.

But Can A Floor
Do More?
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At Ecore, we believe a floor can do more.
The floorcovering you select for your
healthcare facility should go beyond your
expectations. We engineer performance
well beyond industry standards related to
your every day challenges and address
patient safety, staff wellness and noise.
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Understanding and implementing a
solution for the needs of your patients and
staff ultimately drives your decision about
the materials you bring into your healthcare
facility. Each material brings its own unique
benefit to meet a specific need: providing
privacy, offering a place to sit and even
allowing the sun to shine into a patient
room. The flooring you select should
be durable, easy to install and maintain,
resist stains, be hygienic, slip resistant and
affordable.

More.
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Healthcare Flooring Options
Rx

Rx designates a unique group of carefully
engineered and innovative flooring
products developed to meet the safety,
ergonomic and acoustical challenges
experienced within clinical spaces. Rx
products are high performance healthcare
resilient floorcoverings fusion bonded to
Ecore’s proven recycled rubber backing
via itstru technology. Available in a classic
wood, contemporary natural visual or as a
vulcanized sheet rubber flooring.
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In your healthcare facility, it is important to
not only provide an aesthetically pleasing
environment, but also one that is hygienic
and meets the continuous demands of the
space. Rx products have been tested and
shown to significantly reduce fall impact
as well as provide an exceptional foot-fall
reduction and energy return versus all other
traditional resilient floorcoverings. In an
environment where quiet is a necessity, Rx
products are able to reduce structure-borne
sound by 23 decibels (in accordance with

ASTM E2179), giving the patients the quiet
they need to heal.
Clinical spaces face very unique and
constant challenges every day. Your needs
vary but your goal remains the same,
provide a safe and healing environment for
your patients and staff. Providing more is
always an ambition, but not always possible.
Ecore Commercial Flooring delivers more,
making your ambitions a reality.

